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From an  reader review: "I too, bought my 1st copy of this map book at Costco, now I am

purchasing more as gifts. To anyone who loves and/or lives in California, this is a must have. Want

to get out and have no idea where to go? Know where you need to go, but don&apos;t quite know

how to get there? It is all in here and then some....Gather up your California road map/atlas, get in

your car and let your inner child out to play. It lists campgrounds, State Parks and little known

places just begging for you to enjoy. California is a place for all types to recharge their batteries and

this is the perfect book to help you find the places that can do just that! You just can&apos;t get this

detailed of info. in any fold out map....."
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how to get there? It is all in here and then some....Gather up your California road map/atlas, get in
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Okay but perhaps it's just too much with endless maps for just ordinary tourist purposes.

Too bad the series has gone out of print.

Seriously, everyone should have one of these. GPS batteries can croak and wreak havoc and it can

make it easy to lose your way. This is clear and concise and very helpful even just getting around

town. I have only desperately needed it once trying to get to someone's house when my phone died

and I didn't know how to get to a friend's house.

very good map book of CAL. A lot of information in the back of the book

This purchase was a definite good buy. It is exactly as listed minor wear but otherwise great shape

I found it pretty annoying that there is no overlap between pages - if a place is located very close to

the edge of one page, you cannot find it on another page. Therefore, figuring out, how to get there is

very hard. They could create some overlaps between pages, like Michelin atlases always do,

instead of wasting page space on ocean areas.I wish Michelin had a road atlas of California.

Before smart phones there were/ are maps. Fast, reliable and it stays in my truck so it is out of the

way.

Very good thomas guide,very good price.happy w/ my purchase.
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